
Take a basic layering tank to the next level 
with this mixed-media beauty; the front is 
perfect in a soft, floaty fabric like chiffon, 

georgette or crepe-de-chine, the back 
works in a lightweight, drape-y knit .
and for the yoke, try (p)leather, faux 

suede, denim, or any firm mid-weight 
fabric...or just make the entire tank in 

a lightweight woven or knit fabric. 
Semi-fitted, sleeveless, pull-on top has 
a self-lined yoke and a gathered back. 

V-neck front features a center front seam 
plus central bust darts hidden under the 

fluted overlay. Armholes, overlay and shirt-
tail hems are finished with a narrow hem.

Make this in a solid color to showcase the 
different textures of your fabrics, or go full-

on fashion-ninja and mix your prints for a 
showstopping piece. Slip this tank under 

your favorite jackets and cardigans, or try 
this bra-friendly number over a great jean 
or skinny pant for a cool after-hours look.

SKILL LEVEL

ADVANCED
BEGINNER

www.hotpatterns.comtm

multisized 
pattern...sizes

6/8/10/12/14/16
/18/20/22/24/26

all together!

All patterns & styles copyright www.hotpatterns.com/ Hanson Design Group Inc 2005-2015
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patterns so hot they’re smokin’...



HotPatterns exclusive free download Joyful Top

...cut these instructions out & keep them!

SEAM ALLOWANCES & OTHER INFO

Seam allowances & hems are 3/8" or 1cm wide, 

all seams are sewn right sides together 

unless otherwise stated. 

Skills needed include: working a narrow hem; 

sewing out darts; gathering fabric; constructing

a clean-finish yoke.

ABOUT THIS STYLE

This top has a relaxed fit; the body is 

straight at the side seams with a curved

hem which is longer at the back.

You can cut the top all in one fabric as long

as it's a soft, drape-y one, or mix up the fabrics...

choose a floaty woven for the front and front

 overlay, a drape-y knit for the back and a firm

Woven or (p)leather or similar for the yoke.

Oh yes, as always, make & fit a muslin 

before you cut into your fabric.

SUGGESTED FABRIC

CUTTING LAYOUT FOR THE FRONT

& FRONT OVERLAY

fold fabric selvedge to selvedge

for this layout

SUGGESTED FABRIC

CUTTING LAYOUT FOR THE BACK

fold fabric selvedge to selvedge

for this layout

SUGGESTED FABRIC

CUTTING LAYOUT FOR THE YOKE

fold fabric selvedge to selvedge

for this layout

1 Start by working a row of gathering stitches along the top edge

of the back, but DO NOT draw those stitches up just yet!

Work a narrow doubled hem along the outer edges of the overlay...

start by folding  the edge under, and working a teeny-tiny hem along the 

edge, you'll be sewing about 1/16" or 1.5mm away from the edge..really tiny!

Trim off the raw edges as neatly as you can, then fold over again

and stitch through all thicknesses, about 1/8" or 3mm away from

the folded edge...press flat, and that part is done!

2a

folded

edge

fold

it again!

2b Sew out the front darts, and press them downwards.

=

For ALL SIZES you'll need around 7/8 yard or 82cm each of woven 

fabric & knit for the front, front overlay and the back; and around 

1/4 yard or 23cm contrast (p)leather or similar) or the yoke, 

plus the same amount in lining.

All fabric requirements are for 60" or 150cm wide fabric.

You'll probably norice that this *could*  be a wasteful fabric layout,

 BUT this means that you can either use up those small 'special fabric' 

scraps for the yoke, plus those  big-but-not-big-enough-for-a-garment

 pieces, OR if you're feeling generous, cut two and make one for a friend!

*PLEASE NOTE* if you are using a very heavy

or firm fabric for the yoke, like a (p)leather

or suede, you may want to cut 1 layer only,

in which case, follow the instructions in the

 box on page 3.
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2c
Lay the RIGHT SIDE of the overlay against the WRONG SIDE

of the front, and join the overlay to the top at the neckline.

Clip the seam allowances, understitch and flip the overlay out

to the front; press the overlay flat along the front neckline.

Baste the front edges of the overlays to the center front seams.

WRONG

SIDE of

the FRONT

OVERLAY

+WRONG

SIDE of

the FRONT =
RIGHT

SIDE

Ready to add the fronts & back to the yoke? Here we go...

...you're going to sandwich the fronts between the two layers

of the yoke, see the layout below...

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

RIGHT

SIDE

RIGHT

SIDE

RIGHT

SIDE

3a

3b Sew through all thicknesses along the shoulder seams;

press the seams open.

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

RIGHT

SIDE

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

WRONG

SIDE

this is what you'll

see on the 

WRONG SIDE

this is what you'll

see on the 

RIGHT SIDE

3c Pull the fronts out towards the armholes, and join both

layers of the yoke along the beck neckline, looks like this...

...clip the seam allowances, press open and understitch.

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

4a Let's do the back...remember the gathering stitches we

 did in step 1? Draw those gathering stitches up to meet

 the notches on the yoke, looks like this...

4b

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

Roll the fronts up into cylinders; keep them tucked inside the

two layers of the yoke, then roll the back up into a cylinder too.
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4c

WRONG SIDEWRONG SIDE

Tuck the rolled-up back inside the yoke layers, and sandwich

 the upper (gathered) edge of the back between the lower edges

 of the yoke layers. Sew through all thicknesses, and make sure

 that you have the RIGHT SIDE of the back turning out to the 

same side as the RIGHT SIDE of the fronts.

4d
Pull the fronts and the back out through one of the armhole

openings on the yoke...you'll think it will be a disaster until...

...ta dah! the entire garment comes out nice & neat.

Press the yoke seamlines flat, and you're ready to complete the top...

...you'll pull

the entire

garment

out through

this opening

here...

...or this

 one, you 

choose!...

5 Join the fronts through the center front seam, and press open.

Make sure that the top edges are exactly even, that's the part

you'll really notice!

+

Work a narrow hem 

around the armholes 

and the front & back 

hemlines, from notch

to notch...turn your

 edges under 3/8" or

 1cm, press flat and

 topstitch, OR repeat 

step 2a for a double

-turned narrow hem.

Complete the top by

joining the front to

the back along the

side seams; press

the side seams open.

6

+
++
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...when you print your pattern,
you need to choose

‘no scaling’ or ‘100%’
so print this page first;

this square should measure
4” x 4” OR 10cm x 10cm
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